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Abstract

We discuss the interplay between direct capture, valence capture, and
compound-nuclear capture in attempting to explain the vast amount of
capture data for light-mass nuclei.

1. Introduction

Information that has been accumulated in a vast range of nuclides on the radiative
transitions that follow slow-neutron capture has been one of the main sources of
knowledge on the detailed nuclear level structure of these nuclides. Most of this
knowledge comes from y-ray energies and level placements, the relative yields, branching
ratios of secondary transitions between low-lying states, and angular correlations among
successive secondary transitions. Spectroscopic information may also be contained in the
cross sections of the primary transitions originating from the capturing state, and this

4 fact is demonstrated by the success of "direct" theories of neutron capture for many
nuclides, especially those of light and near closed-shell character.

2. E1 tran,._

2.A. Dir_ Capture

Although low-energy neutron capture can be regarded as the classical compound-
nuclear process (the original experimental evidence for large neutron capture cross sections
motivated Bohr in the creation of the compound-nucleus concept), it has also been known
for a long time [1] that far away from resopances a direct form of radiative capture not
involving the compound nucleus car;.exist. In this process, the neutron-target interaction is
represented in zero order by a potential weil, and the neutron that is initially in an s orbit
simply falls into a p-wave orbit in the final nucleus resulting i-, the emission of a primary
E1 transition. The theoretical analysis of this process requires a knowledge of the coherent
scattering length and (d, p) spectroscopic factors.

This form of neutron capture is amenable to calculation because the major
contribution to the radial factor of the E1 matrix element arises from a region outside the
potential well where the wave functions are known. These wave functions depend only on

the scattering: leng_ (for the initial state) and the binding energy plus single-particle



spectroscopic factor (for the final state). Indeed, many partial E1 cross sections can be
reproduced by a formalism that treats the potential with a sharp cutoff at the well radius and
ignores ali internal contributions to the matrix element. This version is "known as channel
capture (see Fig. 3 of Ref. [2]).

2.B. Channel capture

The channel-capture formula [1,3] is simple:

cfC. O.0614(Z)2(M+m) 3 1

2 Y+ 3 y'(y+ 1)(y+ 2) + I,ly %,,, 0,,
x k-_-; + 2ReR,, (Y+ 1)2

where

I M 12reEfy =R M+m h 2 , ReR., 1-(a a/R), R=(1.16A u3 +0.6)fm,

M- target mass, m- neutron mass, gj - statistical weight factor, Po - penetration factor2

for s-wave neutrons,/_-s - reduced P,.function, 10'- spin coupling factor, Or - spectro-

scopic factor, E I - binding energy of the f'mal state, and a a - scattering length. This
simple analytical formula has been found to be very successful in estimating the cross
sections of primary E1 transitions in many nuclides [3].

2.C. Po_ntial capture

In the more detailed version of capture theory [4-8], called potential capture, the
wave functions are computed numerically from a realistic optical model (such as Woods-
Saxon) and the internal contributions are included. The optical-model parameters (well
depth, diffuseness, and imaginary potential amplitude) are varied within physically
reasonable limits to reproduce the measured scattering length (which may be affected by
local compound-nuclear states). The depths of the real potential are then varied to
reproduce the binding energies of final bound states of largely single-particle character.
This is the specialized opn'cal-model IS] procedure. This model works well even when
(as in 9Be) the scattering length (7.0 fm) is large compared to the potential radius (3.0 fm),
resulting in large cancellations in the E1 matrix elements [5].

It can be argued that forced adjustment of the optical-model parameters is not the
best way to proceed to explain thermal-neutron cross sections. Also, occasionally, certain
optical-model parameters get pushed to values that are at the limits of physical acceptability.
To circumvent this problem, the direct-capture amplitude can be written as a sum of two
termsma potential-capture amplitude (based on a global [G] potential such as Moldauer's)



and a valence [VI correction due to the wave function of local resonance levels projected on
the single-particle motion. The valence correction can be assessed from the difference
between the calculated (from tile optical model) potential scattering length and the measured
scattering length of the target nucleus. We call this the global optical model + valence
correction [G+V] procedure.

From the global optical-model calculations, a complex capture amplitude is
obtained. The real part is the potential capture and the imaginary part gives a cross section
that is the average of a resonance-resonance interference term (not a cross section averaged
over resonances in the Hauser-Feshbach sense). From this, the valence radiation strength
function can be obtained and hence the valence correction. The direct-capture cross section
is given by

-- 1/2 12

I=I= pot,?' '

loc

where P,,j is the contribution from local levels to the reduced 8. function

Fxr(__.s)(,.a) is the average valency radiation width, and fix,, is the neutron width derived
from the neutron strength function calculated from the optical-model scattering. In general,
we find that the [G+V] and [S] methods give very similar results [6].

2.D. Comvound-nuclear contributions

Differences between experimental and calculated cross sections are attributed to a
compound-nuclear radiative amplitude due to the tails of nearby resonances. Compound
nucleus (CN) is a generic term for mechanisms involving more general features of the wave
functions than the simple picture of neutron motion in the field of the unexcited core of the
target. It is uncorrelated with the single-particle content of the initial or final state. The

experimental cross section o"r (X) is

crr(X) icru2 2"-" _ dir,7, "4=OClq. r) .

The extracted CN cross section can be converted to a radiation width if it is assumed that

the discrepancy between the potential and measured scattering lengths is due to a single
capturing resonance level. Thus

=
2a-R_ _ Ea
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This radiation width can be compared with the Cameron estimate

3(in MeV)A :/3D_ (in eV) ,Fj.r._. (in eV) = 0.33 × 10-9E r

which usually underestimates the average strength of high-energy (~ 5 MeV) transitions.
Alternatively, the compound-nuclear radiation width can be derived from the Brink's model
of the damped giant resonance built on each final state, but it has been established that this
model overestimates the widths for transitions in the 2 to 3 MeV range.

3

In general, the IF_ /E;}/E deduced from experiment agrees (within an order
_.,CN__ rt r _" / .a_ /

of magnitude) with Cameron's _J.FxrcN/E r)/DJ. By comparing them, we can suggest
which bound or unbound level might be responsible for the CN contributions [9].

2.E. _¢neralized valence corrc,c_ion

For some nuclides the discrepancies between theory and experiment are not only
greater than would be expected from the Cameron estimate, but also appear to be
systematic. The softness of 44Ca allows virtual excitation of quadrupole collective
vibrations with sufficient amplitude to interfere with the direct-capture amplitude. The
potential field that such a nucleus presents to an incoming neutron contains higher multipole
terms that couple the initial configuration (target nucleus ® single-particle motion within
the spherical potential) to other configurations (target excited collective state ® single-
particle motion). The higher multipole terms have a similar mixing effect on the final
states. This generalized valence capture model [9] leads to a systematic reduction (by a
factor of 2) in the capture cross sections of transitions to the group of low-lying states in
45Ca from the values computed in the direct-capture theory, thereby improving agreement
with experiment. [There will also be a systematic enhancement for transitions to some
higher-lying states but these have not been measured.]

2.F. Valence capture

The total (n,Y) capture cross sections discussed above are small (< 1 b) indicating
that the influer .c, of resonance wings is small. In some cases, nearby resonances clearly
have a major influence and more complex capture mechanisms, such as the valence
mechanism, have to be considered. We base our calculations on the R-matrix theory of
nuclear reactions and the assumption of a real potential. The fractionation of the modeled
single-particle state into the actual resonance is known from the experimentally determined
neutron width of the resonance. It is therefore unnecessary, in this approach, to model the
expected average fractionation by the formulation of the imaginary part of the optical
model. The valence-capture amplitude, while being closely related to the potential-capture
amplitude, is now more sensitive to the components of the wave function in the internal
region because the initial-state wave function has an antinode rather than a node close to the
potential radius. This also allows significant w_lence capture by p-wave resonances (see
Fig. 5 of Ref. [2]).
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F v2 rV2 /1_ - E). The valence 7The valence contribution is proportional to x¢,)- xcr.v,a)/_,'-'x

width for resonance ,I.has the important property of F v2 *- r v2 The valence term in_t()'.vtl) " _t(n)"

the capture amplitude is constructive or destructive with respect to the potential-capture

amplitude depending on whether the resonance level Ex is above or below the thermal

neutron energy E, respectively. In the case of 43Ca (whose thermal capture cross section of

6.2 b is an order of magnitude greater than the direct capture cross section), the resonance

influence is clearly dominant but not overwhelming. (Our analysis is approximate because

the total scattering cross section and the parameters of the 1.48-keV resonance are poorly

known.) Even though the resonance valence radiation width is small (-9.13 eV out of 1.9

eV), constructive interference yields an estimate of 3.7 b (a substantial fraction of the 6.2 b)

for the direct component, indicating that even in this quasicornpound nuclear situation,

direct capture plays an important role.

At shown in the following table, direct-capture theory, at fb'st sight, fails badly in
the case of the 14N(n,7) reaction with thermal neutrons [10]. The deduced CN component
is of similar magnitude to the direct component.

Fin, state Primary crT,dir (theory) oy(exp.) rtr7(CN)
ez  ev) gr (keV) (mb) (mb) (mb)

0 10829 330 10 220 or 450

6324 4509 1 14 5 or 25

9152 1681 0.1 1 1
,w

But a resonance at -24 keV is known from the 14C(,p,_¢) reaction and we use its 7-ray
spectrum and our calculated valence widths to deduce the compound-nuclear contributions.
We then combine ev:rything to estimate

i

El (keV) E r (keV) (mb) (mb)
i

0 10829 8 l0

6324 4509 16 14

9152 1681 3 1

The agr_ment between theory and experiment is now satisfactory. The concept implicit in
valence capture, namely that the neutron valen_ radiative width is of similar magnitude to
the compound-nuclear radiative width, is shown explicitly here for the first time in a
rcsonancc formed by a non-neutron reaction.
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We have applied the valence-capture theory to calculate (see table below) the
expected total radiation width of the 153-keV resonance in 13C[11]. The resulting width
of- 0.2 eV disagrees strongly with the previous measured value of 2.4 + 0.9 eV.

if lP3/_ /"r--,6._ = 0.16 eV Fr..,6.7 = 0.06 eV

if 2p3/2 = 0.14 eV = 0.03 eV

The partial radiation widths of the 6.1- and 6.7-MEV tr;msitions have been remeasured at
the Tokyo Institute of Technology [11].

= OqCl+°.°3°
- 1"'°'°76 Fr_,6_ 0.... -0.013/"y_6.i --0"15"-0.033

These results offer a striking conf'trrnation of the valence-capture theory. (Scattered-
neutron sensitivity was probably underestimated previously.) Of the two possible
scenarios for nucleosynthesis--red-giant He burning and nonstandard Big Bangmthe new
result has little significznce for the former, but affects the latter in terms of a significant
reduction in the production of A >_.14 isotopes [11].

3. M1 transiti0n_

Some tendency for the strong M1 transitions to be associated with high spec-
troscopic factors suggests the operation of a direct mechanism quite analogous to that for
E1 transitions. In this case, the chances of arriving at a successful theory are slimmer for
two reasons: (1) In the E1 case the matrix elements involve the electrostatic dipole moment,
whereas in the Ml case, the operator depends on currents that may be described much
more poorly by the wave functions of a simple direct-capture model. (2) The radial
component of the E1 matrix element is more strongly weighted to the channel region--
where the wave functions are well established by the energies of the initial and final
statesmthan is the radial M1 element. In fact, in the M1 case, it is often stated that there
can be no direct capture analogous to E1 because the radial wave functions are necessarily
orthogonal in a simple potential weil. However, because of the complexity of the nucleus,
we usually find it necessary to generate the radial wave functions of the initial and final
states with rather different mutual potentials Oust as we usually do for E1 capture) and M1
transitions become possible. The M1 operator has the form [12]

_ ..<....,]Hul'lll 2mc L4"-n_J + a' "

From this expression the reduced matrix element for the spin factor can be computed, while
the radial matrix element is simply the integral of the product of the projection of the radial
wave function of the initial state onto the entrance channel and the radial wave function of
the single-par0..'clecomponent of the final state. Because there is no orbital contribution in
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the above M1 operator, the single-particle components of the initial and final states have
zero orbital angular momentum in slow-neutron direct M 1 capture.

In very light nuclei, direct M1 capture (with the M1 operator substituted in piace of
the E1 operator) appears to play a qualitatively important role.

ez e r &(theory) &(exp.)
Target (keV) (keV) (mb) (mb)

ii i

2

9Be 6265 547 37 x 0/ 14
2

]2C 3089 1857 25 x 0/ 6
2

13C 6094 2080 24 x O/ 34

2

BC 6900 1274 68 x OI 67

In 20F, the direct-capture M1 model underestimates the cross sections to the two
strongest sl/2 states (at 3.488 and 3.526 MeV) by a factor of ~ 4 and to the state at 1.057
MeV by three orders of magnitude. In 21Ne, the calculated cross section of the primary
M1 transition to the 2.794-MEV state is an order of magnitude greater than experiment. In
23Ne, the calculated and measured cross sections to the state at 1.02 MeV nearly agree (0.6
mb and 0,9 mb, respectively). In this region, the simple direct process has a substantial
but not predominant role to play.

We have recently analyzed the 7Li(n,?') data in the 0-400 kev region [12]. We
have (1) deduced the direct-capture cross section for thermal-neutron E1 capture as 39 mb,
(2) analyz_ the total cross section and angular distributions of scattered neutrons to deduce
R.-matrix parameters, (3) showed that the potential-capture cross section behaves as 1/v,
and (4) calculated the valence M1 radiation width for the 255-keV resonance as 0.094 eV.

The measured thermal-neutron capture cross section is 45.4 + 3.0 mb. The capture data
obtained at Lockheed (Palo Alto) are consistent with l[v, whereas those obtained at
Karlsruhe are not. If we normalize the Karlsruhe data to thermal (and 1/v), we infer a
radiation "_dth of 0.09 + 0.02 eV (average of l.,oekheed and renormalized Karlsruhe data)
which is now in agreement with theory. The Karlsruhe conclusion that the 7Li(n,7)
reaction is not the predominant link to the primordial r process is not supported.

4. Conclusion

The nuclides that we have investigated till now are listed in the"following table [13].
After more than half a century of study, we still do not have a fully quantitative or
universally applicable theory of neutron radiative capture. What we have is a number of
models that arc applicable in different mass or energy regions and a certain amount of basic

; t



theory that explains, in principle, why some of these models work in certain situations.
Fortunately, high-quality data continue to be produced in this area and this is leading to
continued quantitative development and application of capture models.

Mechanism of (n,7) reaction at low neutron energies
ii iiii _ iii ii

Mechanism Explains a
iii i i iii • i i

E1 transitions

Potential + valence correction + compound 7Li, 9Be, 12C, 13C, 19F,

24Mg, 25Mg, 26Mg,

28Si, 29Si, 30Si,

32S, 33S, 34S,

40Ca, 42Ca, 46Ca, 48Ca

Potential + generalized valence correction + compound 44Ca

Valence + potential + compound 43Ca

Compound + valence + potential 14N

Valence 13C (153 keV)

M1 transitions

Potential 9Be, 12t2, 13C

Compound 14N

Valence 7Li (255 keV)
..__m

aThermal-neutron capture unless stated otherwise.
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